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Purpose To report the feasibility, safety and efficacy of the large bore catheters with matching Tenzing inserts for first pass efficacy in stroke thrombectomy without need for crossing the clot.

Methods We performed a retrospective review of our prospectively maintained neurointerventional database of mechanical thrombectomy for stroke. Patient demographics, clinical information, procedural and radiographic data was collected.

Results The most widely used techniques for stroke thrombectomy are aspiration, stent-retrievers or combination of these. The Mount Everest Technique (MET) has been designed combining innovative technology and the “Law of Conservation of Matter”, taking advantage of not needing to cross the clot with the bigger catheters to “ingest” the clot with very high first pass success. The Mount Everest Technique (MET) entails a triaxial assembly with an 8 Fr 0.106" Guiding Catheter (Base Camp), a 088" HiPoint catheter on a stick/wire” with matching self-centering Tenzing insert catheter. The Tenzing catheter is used to climb up to the clot then, while pulling this insert out, the 088" catheter is capable to progress into the clot “ingesting” it, thanks to the “Law of Conservation of Matter”. The aspiration force is applied from the Base Camp catheter with the 088” HiPoint within the clot as a single assembly, thus taking the advantage of the super large bore distal catheter and the stable 0.106” Base Camp, resulting in the capability of physically “ingest” the clot. At the time of the abstract submission, we have utilized this novel Mount Everest Technique (MET) in 6 patients with large vessel occlusions involving the anterior circulation (ICA T-terminus and MCA M1 occlusions), with single pass (5) and 2 passes (1) complete vascular reperfusion of the occluded vessel in all the cases (TICI 3). No embolization in previously unaffected vascular territories or post procedure SAH has been observed.

Conclusion The Mount Everest Technique (MET) combines the technological novelty of the 0.106” Base Camp, 088” HiPoint and matching self-centering Tenzing insert catheters to navigate these super large bore catheters to the face of the clot without needing to cross them with large microcatheters or wires. Thereafter based on the “Law of Conservation of Matter”, the retraction of the Tenzing insert while applying a suction force at the HiPoint catheter results in the “ingestion” of the clot in toto. This technique and catheter combination have led to 100% TICI 3 recanalization with 80% first pass success in our initial experience.
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Background Venous sinus stenting (VSS) is increasingly used in the management of Idiopathic Intracranial Hypertension (IIH), using off label commercially available stents designed for arterial stenting. The River™ stent is a stent designed for VSS: it is a long (7cm) open cell stent available in 3 diameters (6 to 9 mm), with the flexibility to easily negotiate the tortuosity of the sigmoid sinus. The River trial is an HDE pivotal trial negotiated with the FDA to show safety and probable efficacy of the River™ stent in patients with moderate and severe IIH resistant to medical therapy.

Methods The River trial is a prospective, multicenter, single arm, open label clinical trial. Population: Patients with IIH (modified Dandy criteria), cerebrospinal fluid opening pressure >25, bilateral transverse-sigmoid sinus stenosis or unilateral stenosis of a dominant sinus with pressure gradient across the lesion > 8 mmHg, and moderate to severe symptoms resistant to medical therapy. Patients had to have severe headaches (HIT-6 > 59) or moderate to severe visual field loss (MD between -6 and -30). A total of 39 subjects will be enrolled. Primary safety endpoint is the absence of major adverse events (MAEs) at 12 months. MAE include stroke, neurological death, thrombosis or perforation of the sinus or cerebral vein and need for target vessel recanalization or IIH alternate surgical procedure. Primary benefit endpoint is the composite at 12 months of the absence of significant stenosis of the stented sinus and clinically relevant symptomatic improvement.

Results As of March 2021, 25 subjects have been enrolled. The River™ stent tracked easily and all procedures went smoothly with no complications. 19 subjects completed the 3-month follow-up, 18 completed the 6-month follow-up, and 16 subjects completed the 1-year follow-up visit. In addition, 3 subjects have completed the 2-year follow-up visit. Two subjects discontinued from the study after treatment with the River stent: one was lost to follow-up and one had a shunt placement prior to completing the 1-year visit. There were 39 adverse events reported in 17 subjects: 3 events in 3 subjects were considered serious, none were related to the study device or procedure; there were no unanticipated adverse device effects (UADEs); no deaths or stroke have occurred. Two subjects had symptomatic restenosis at the one-year follow-up and were treated with additional stenting of the superior sagittal sinus (two) and gastric by-pass (one). One patient had restenosis without recurrent symptoms and did not require additional treatment. One subject with persistent headaches at 6 months was shunted. The other subjects are doing well with significant improvement of headaches and or visual field.

Conclusions The results so far have shown safety and probable efficacy. Enrollment and follow-up are ongoing and updated results will be presented at the conference.
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